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Abstract

Ranking of query/search answers, although introduced
by early information retrieval systems, has become manda-
tory for internet searches. When the answers of a query or
search are varying in quality and are large in numbers, it is
necessary to rank/order these answers based on some cri-
teria. From a users’ viewpoint, ranking is extremely useful
especially when associated with the retrieval of a few (top-
k) answers. Currently, the notion of ranking is being applied
to database query answers (ordering based on user criteria)
in order to retrieve top-k answers. One of the challenges
is to push ranking computation into the query processing
stage to make it efficient and eliminate post processing op-
erations.

In this paper, we argue that top-k answers and rank-
ing will become mandatory as well for searches that in-
volve integration of information from heterogeneous do-
mains. However, it is not clear how ranking can be sup-
ported as sources are autonomous and support different
characteristics and capabilities. We analyze possible alter-
natives for supporting ranking while answering queries in
this context and propose potential approaches. The discus-
sion is in the context of InfoMosaic, a framework proposed
by the authors for information integration.

1 Introduction
The volume of information accessible via the web is

staggeringly large and growing rapidly. The coverage of
information available from web sources is difficult to match
by any other means. Hence, over the last decade or so,
search engines [1] have become extremely popular and have
facilitated users to quickly and effortlessly retrieve informa-
tion from individual sources. Conceptually, search engines
perform the equivalent of a simple lookup operation on one
or more keywords, followed by a sophisticated ranking
of the large volume of generated results [2]. These rank-
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ing mechanisms may be user-specified (e.g., airfare rank-
ing based on prices, flights, class) or system-specified (e.g.,
Google page-rank).

On the other hand, despite the robustness and efficient
query-handling capabilities of database management sys-
tems, the lack of effective means to order large number of
results affects the usability of these systems on the web.
Even in cases where the database holds correct and con-
sistent data, there is a need to retrieve top-k results based
on user-specified criteria. As a result, the issue of top-k an-
swers and in turn, the need for ranking in database systems
[3] has become extremely important.

The simplicity associated in using search engines and/or
querying web-databases makes it difficult to specify queries
that require extraction of data from multiple repositories
across diverse domains. For example, consider the query:
“Retrieve all castles within 2 hours by train from London”.
Although all the information for answering this query is
available on the web, it is currently not possible to frame
it as a query and get all or some of the answers. The current
process for identifying answers to the above query essen-
tially involves the following steps: i) get a list of cities with
castles using a search engine (e.g., Google search on “cas-
tles in UK”), ii) choose some cities (from the list of castles)
and look up the distances between that city and London,
iii) check train connectivity with a specific city by finding
an appropriate source that provides train schedules in UK
(another Google search on “Train schedules in UK” fol-
lowed by a search on a web-database exposed by a query
interface), iv) manually retrieve the time for the travel, and
v) manually rank the final results based on some user cri-
teria such as antiquity of the castle, how much time can
be spent at the castle etc. Thus, the answer to the above
(as well as similar) query can be put together manually
with some/considerable effort and the rank of the results
computed manually by retrieving and combining different
pieces of information from different individual web sites in
an intelligent manner.

Although the gist of information integration has not
changed and this topic has been investigated over two



decades, the problem at hand is quite different and far more
complex than the one attempted earlier. As the number of
repositories/sources will increase steadily, there is no other
option but to find a solution for integrating information from
different autonomous sources as needed for a search/query
whose answers have to be retrieved, integrated and effi-
ciently ranked from multiple domains and sources. To-
wards this end, we are currently developing InfoMosaic,
a framework with well-defined components, domain and
source knowledge, and a set of new techniques/algorithms.
Instead of limiting integration of information from multi-
ple sources that belong to a single domain, this framework
considers multiple autonomous domains that include spa-
tial, temporal, as well other data types existing in vari-
ous formats (structured, semi-structured and unstructured).
In this project, we are addressing several issues of such
multi-domain information integration – from query/search
specification to query elaboration, alternate plan generation
and optimization, maintenance of domain knowledge and
source semantics, data extraction from individual reposito-
ries (web, database or others), integration of information,
and finally generating answers based on user as well as
system-specified ranking metrics. We will elaborate on the
last component in this short paper.

2 Related Work

There has been a great deal of work on document rank-
ing based on vector-space models [4], probabilistic mod-
els [5], fuzzy-sets [6], etc. Most of these used the content
of the documents – term frequency (TF) and inverse doc-
ument frequency (IDF) – to determine the relevance and
rank of a document. Existing search engines have indexed
a significant amount of information available on the inter-
net. Consequently, the number of pages providing informa-
tion associated with any search topic can range in the order
of thousands (or more depending on the search keyword).
In order to filter the relevant data from these vast reser-
voirs of information, search engines adopt sophisticated
ranking mechanisms. Some domain-specific web-portals
(e.g., http://www.expedia.com, http://www.amazon.com,
etc.) provide users a fixed, pre-defined number of choices
and filter the results based on these (for example, ranking
airfare based on prices, ranking books based on author-
popularity, etc.). However, all search engines have an in-
built ranking criteria (e.g., google sauce in Google) that fa-
cilitates generating results based on pre-determined metrics.
There is a significant difference between ranking in earlier
information retrieval systems and web search engines. Un-
like information retrieval systems, the number of documents
(or web pages) are very large, uncontrolled, and the kind
and quality of information is unknown. As a result, ear-
lier techniques could not be directly used for this purpose.
As a result, a number of new approaches and algorithms

have been developed. Google’s PageRank algorithm [7] is
an example which used the equivalent of scholarly citation
criteria for ranking web pages. Currently, there continues
to be significant amount of research in document and page
ranking for search engines.

As databases become available on the web in the form
of hidden-web [8], it becomes necessary for the query inter-
faces exported by these database to support IR-like queries.
Additionally, as the results generated by the database are
extremely large (and needs to be retrieved from remote
sources), it becomes mandatory to rank and present a few
results at a time instead of all the possible answers. In many
applications, ranking the query results based on some crite-
ria is an integral part of the query semantics. Hence, the
increasing importance and applicability of ranked data re-
trieval warrants an efficient support of ranking in practical
database systems. To this effect, several techniques such as
probabilistic ranking [9], automated ranking [10] and other
SQL-based ranking algorithms [3, 11] have been proposed.

In the information integration environment, several
frameworks such as Havasu [12], MetaQuerier [13], Ari-
adne [14], TSIMMIS [15], InfoMaster [16], Information
Manifold [17], and others have addressed and tackled a
number of challenges in a delimited context. However, to
the best of our knowledge, ranking has not been addressed
explicitly in any of the major projects on information inte-
gration.

3 The InfoMosaic Framework
In this section, we briefly describe the architecture of

InfoMosaic [18] along with the functional modules (Fig-
ure 1). The user query is accepted in an intuitive manner
using domain names and keywords of interest, and elabo-
rated/refined using a domain knowledge in the form of tax-
onomies and dictionaries (synonyms etc.). Requests are re-
fined and presented to the user for feedback (Query Refine-
ment module). Once the query is finalized, it is represented
in a canonical form (e.g., query graphs) and transformed
into a query plan using a two-phase process: 1) generation
of logical plans using domain characteristics, and 2) gener-
ation of physical plans using source semantics. The plan is
further optimized by applying several metrics (Query plan-
ner and Optimizer module). The Query Execution and Data
Extraction module generates the actual source queries that
is used by the extractor to retrieve the requisite data. It also
determines whether a previously retrieved answer can be
reused. There is an XML Repository that stores extracted
results from each source in a system-determined format.
A separate PostGIS repository is used for storing spatial
data extracted from sources. The Data Integrator formulates
XQueries (with external functions for handling spatial com-
ponent) on these repositories to compute the final answers
and format them for the user. A number of knowledge-bases



Figure 1. InfoMosaic Architecture

(e.g., domain knowledge and source semantics) blend all the
pieces together in terms of the information used by various
modules. The adaptive capability of the system is based on
the ability of the InfoMosaic components to update these
knowledge-bases at runtime.

As elaborated in Section 2, the problem of ranking in in-
formation integration is different from that of information
retrieval and database systems. Moreover, we believe that
as search mechanisms shift their focus from basic keyword
retrieval to true information integration, the challenge of ef-
ficiently ranking large volume of integrated data will be-
come critical. To address these issues, we consider the task
of addressing ranking techniques in our framework.

4 Ranking Issues in Information Integration
It is clear that unlike the domains of information retrieval

or even databases, the computation of ranking in informa-
tion integration is more complex due to: i) autonomous na-
ture of sources, ii) lack of information about the quality of
information from a source, iii) lack of information about
the amount of information (equivalent of cardinality) for a
query on the source, iv) lack of support for retrieving results
in some order or based on some metrics, and v) presence
of support but need to be understood and applied properly.
Our goal in InfoMosaic is to identify the kinds of informa-
tion needed to address all aspects of information integration
including ranking. For example, in the castles query, if we
can get train schedules in a time ordered manner starting at
a particular time (which is actually possible), it can be ef-
fectively used for one of the user-specified ranking metrics
(maximum time at the destination). Based on the above, our
approach in InfoMosaic will be to strengthen the knowledge
base and develop techniques to leverage known information
effectively. Of course, there is the concomitant issue of col-
lecting or inferring this information. Our belief is that once
we know what information is needed and useful, we can
work towards acquiring that information. Some of the ex-

tant techniques, such as mining, sampling, and others will
provide ways to collet required information.

InfoMosaic has multiple ways of executing user re-
quests. One of them is to extract answers for each sub-
query (of the entire query) into InfoMosaic storage and
combine/join them to generate the result. In this approach,
ranking the answers will be relatively easier as each sub-
set of results can be sorted and ranked at the middleware
based on the local criterion and then the results integrated
to generate top-k answers that meets the overall raking met-
ric. Even in this approach, certain qualitative issues need to
be resolved or inferred using domain semantics and infer-
encing. For example, in the castles query, the notion of an-
tiquity needs to be mapped to age of the castle. If total time
available at the destination is a ranking criterion, that has to
be mapped to the difference in times of the train schedule.
Even for this approach, it is possible to extract portions of
results from each source and the answers computed using
the approach described above. However, this will only pro-
vide local ranking of answers instead of global ranking of
answers.

A more effective approach will be to make use of charac-
teristics and support provided by the source, and push rank-
ing computation as low as possible in the query plan. In this
approach we will consider the combination of query plans
and source capabilities to help compute the ranking func-
tion. Ranking will be addressed at – the domain level to
map ranking metric to attributes of the domain (where pos-
sible) and the source level to use the characteristics as ex-
plained below. For example, in the castles query, it is pos-
sible to get all the castles and their cities from a source and
use each city from the list to check the train connectivity. If,
for example, in addition to city, the age (or the date of con-
struction) of the castle is available, then the castles can be
ranked based on the age before retrieving the train connec-
tivity. In this case the source may not have to support rank-



ing explicitly; through the knowledge base, the system can
infer relationship between the two and if the date informa-
tion can be retrieved, it can be effectively used for ranking.
As an alternative, a source may explicitly provide ranked
results (e.g., hotels based on price) which can be used by
the system to calculate ranking of the results. It is possible
that some sources support ranking and some do not. This
may entail reordering of the evaluation of sub-queries in or-
der to minimize the information retrieved and to process the
query efficiently. The choice of sources will be influenced
by ranking as well.

A third alternative will be to sample frequently used
sources to gather information that would be useful at run
time for ranking or even use the data extracted for different
sub-queries to infer additional ranking information. Since
adaptability is central to the success of InfoMosaic, updat-
ing the knowledge base is critical as it is used for all aspects
of query processing including ranking. The data extraction
and data integrator modules of InfoMosaic deal with rank-
ing based on the source level query plan generated and will
use additional knowledge associated with a source (domain
and source semantics in Figure 1). Furthermore, since a user
is an important part of the InfoMosaic framework, we plan
to incorporate a number of optional user-specified inputs
including ranking criteria for answers. We intend to facili-
tate query/search specifications that will include the follow-
ing: i) specification of soft (or imprecise) queries instead
of hard queries, ii) request for top-k answers (if appropri-
ate knowledge about the sources is available), iii) ranking
metric (could be a combination that can mao to different
sources), iv) and query relaxation for retrieving approxi-
mate answers in the absence of exact results that satisfy
all the user-specified constraints, and v) optional quality-of-
service (QoS) criteria to be used during retrieval of infor-
mation. We plan on exploring both system-defined ranking
metrics (where appropriate and possible) and user-specified
ranking metrics.

In summary, we propose several approaches for address-
ing ranking in the context of information integration: i) ap-
ply ranking metrics before combining results that have been
retrieved from individual sources, ii) infer attributes and
their values that can be retrieved from a source using which
ranking for subquery results can be computed for use in the
overall query, iii) exploit explicit ranking schemes provided
by a source, iv) ordering of subqueries based on the ranking
computation available, and v) prior sampling of sources to
gather information about sources that are specific to rank-
ing. The above is derived from our analysis of the problem,
understanding of ranking approaches/techniques in infor-
mation retrieval, search, database exploration. Of course,
for each of the above categories, algorithms and techniques
needs to be fleshed out and we are currently doing that in
the context of InfoMosaic.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced the problem of ranking in

the domain of information integration. We articulated the
issues associated with ranking and how it differs from the
problem of ranking in other domains. We discussed several
alternative approaches in the context of InfoMosaic to han-
dle ranking. Currently, we are working on ranking as well
as other aspects of information integration.
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